SORIANT
Accelerating Healthcare Support Services

LAUNDRY &
LINEN

Hospitals are continually challenged with reducing
utilization of laundry and linen while ensuring that
patient care standards are maintained. Whether a
healthcare facility outsources their laundry operations,
or manages an on-site laundry process, it is essential that
they improve performance measurements while adhering
to an integrated infection prevention and control
program.
During a hospital stay, the utilization of linens by patients
has both a financial and a health impact. It’s essential
to provide patients the best possible product to help
optimize health outcomes.

Recent Medicare changes put hospitals at risk for lower
reimbursements if key quality standards are not met.
Therefore, it’s more critical than ever for hospitals to create
high performing laundry operations.
Soriant Healthcare helps position hospitals to embrace new
developments in the industry, improve patient care and
enhance the bottom line. By utilizing our expertise and best
practices in laundry and linen, we partner with you to build
a worry-free linen operation, meet quality standards
and sustain financial success.

Soriant is well aware of developments in the healthcare textiles market that are creating new options for hospitals.
Blended fabrics provide greater comfort for patients and decrease expenses for hospitals. Environmentally friendly choices
are proving to be more cost effective in some cases and demonstrate a commitment to the environment.

WORKING TOGETHER, WE ACHIEVE BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS WITH A FOCUS IN THESE AREAS:
NEGOTIATING AND RIGHT SIZING COSTS
OF CONTRACTS TO MATCH INDUSTRY BEST
PRACTICE
IMPLEMENTING ACTION PLANS WHICH DRIVE
UTILIZATION TO INDUSTRY BENCHMARKS
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT LEADERSHIP
EFFECTIVENESS

MAXIMIZING STAFFING PRODUCTIVITY
REDUCING TEXTILE AND SUPPLY EXPENSES
IMPLEMENTING ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONSCIOUS PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS
PROVIDING INTERIM MANAGEMENT NEEDS
MANAGING RFP/RFI PROCESSES FOR MOVING
TO NEW SERVICE PROVIDERS

To schedule your cost-savings assessment or get more information on how Soriant
can help you reduce costs and improve performance in Laundry & Linen,
please contact info@sorianthealthcare.com or call 770·777·6633.

